| CONFERENCES 2006, 2007… |  |
|---|---|---|
| **AMESA**  
Twelfth Annual National Congress  
| **International Workshop on Research in Secondary and Tertiary Mathematics Education**  
http://www.mathed.baskent.edu.tr/ | Ankara, Turkey | July 7–11, 2006 |
| **PME-30**  
International Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education  
http://pme30.cz | Prague, Czech Republic | July 16–21, 2006 |
| **JSM of the ASA**  
Joint Statistical Meetings of the American Statistical Association  
| **Thailand International Conference on 21st Century Information Technology in Mathematics Education**  
| **GCTM**  
Georgia Council of Teachers of Mathematics Annual Conference  
| **SSMA**  
School Science and Mathematics Association  
| **International Symposium: Policy and Practice in Mathematics and Science Teaching and Learning in the Elementary Grades**  
| **PME-NA**  
North American Chapter: International Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education  
http://pmena.org | Mérida, Yucatán, Mexico | November, 9–12, 2006 |
| **MAA-AMS**  
Joint Meeting of the Mathematical Association of America and the American Mathematical Society  
| **AMTE**  
Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators  
| **RCML**  
Research Council on Mathematics Learning  
| **NCSM**  
National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics  
http://www.ncsonline.org/ | Atlanta, GA | March 19–21, 2007 |
| **NCTM**  
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics  
| **AERA**  
American Education Research Association | Chicago, IL | April 7–11, 2007 |